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ABSTRACT9

We report on a multi-technique analysis using publicly available data for investigating the huge, accidental explosion that
struck the city of Beirut, Lebanon, on August 4, 2020. Its devastating shock wave led to thousands of injured with more than
two hundred fatalities and caused immense damage to buildings and infrastructure. Our combined analysis of seismological,
hydroacoustic, infrasonic and radar remote sensing data allows us to characterize the source as well as to estimate the
explosive yield. The latter ranges between 0.8 and 1.1 kt TNT (kilotons of trinitrotoluene) equivalent and is plausible given
the reported 2.75 kt of ammonium nitrate as explosive source. As there are strict limitations for an on-site analysis of this
catastrophic explosion, our presented approach based on data from open accessible global station networks and satellite
missions is of high scientific and social relevance that furthermore is transferable to other explosions.
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Introduction11

The explosion that occurred in the city of Beirut, Lebanon, on the 4th of August 2020 around 18:08 local time (15:08 UTC)12

was caused by the combustion of approximately 2.75 kt of ammonium nitrate stored in a harbour warehouse, as announced by13

the government shortly afterwards. This accidental event led to thousands of injured with more than two hundred fatalities1.14

An enormous shock wave following the explosion caused immense damage to buildings and infrastructure, also shattering15

windows all over the city. On-site investigations into the cause and nature of the explosion are conducted by local authorities2.16

Nevertheless, the access to the site of an explosion can be limited due to various reasons. It can e.g. be harmful to go near the17

explosion site, when chemicals or radioactivity pollute the area. This means that direct information and data can be sparse or18

there is a need for an independent validation. For the explosion in Beirut there were some of those limitations in place for19

on-site investigations, also due to its timing in a high-time of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. So for significant explosions with20

a large impact on people, like in the case of Beirut, transparent investigations that use open methods to analyse explosions21

reliably, based on publicly available data, are important. We therefore offer an independent, third-party estimation of the yield22

of the explosion from the analysis of publicly available waveform and remote sensing data.23

During the last 100 years a number of anthropogenic explosions occurred which were remotely detected by seismic or acoustic24

sensors. The first one reported in the context of acoustic propagation and perception happened in 1921 at a BASF plant in25

Oppau, Germany3, also originating from the combustion of ammonium nitrate. The seismoacoustic imprint of many following26

man-made explosions was recorded during the era of nuclear testing (1945 to 1998)4 until opening for signature of the27

Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT)5. In later years, only the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea performed28

(underground) nuclear tests, which were consistently detected by CTBT’s International Monitoring System (IMS) and other29

seismic and infrasonic stations as well as satellite remote sensing6, 7.30

The IMS as well as other seismic and infrasonic networks recorded a large number of further accidental explosions during the31

21th century8–11. Albeit the catastrophic nature and aftermath of many of these explosions happening in or near inhabited areas,32

such events provide valuable datasets for remote sensing and propagation studies as well as monitoring and verification issues.33

The sub-audible sound waves of the Beirut explosion propagated through the atmosphere to distances of thousands of kilometers34

and were recorded by infrasound arrays of the IMS. Seismic, hydroacoustic and acoustic signals propagated through solid earth,35

water and air and were recorded at nearby land-based and ocean-bottom seismometers. We assess damages to buildings in the36

city with spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery from before and after the explosion and link damage maps with37

overpressure caused by the explosion. Here we analyse this combined dataset within the present study to benchmark origin38

time and epicentre of the event. We focus on a consistent yield estimate based on results from the different methods.39
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Waves from the explosion traveling through Earth, ocean and atmosphere40

We inspected publicly available data from seismometers located in the region around Beirut. Multiple signals in distances of up41

to 400 km have been detected (see Fig. 1a), where energy propagated as seismic, hydroacoustic and acoustic waves through42

ground, ocean and atmosphere, respectively. The map in Fig. 1b shows the spatial distribution of the stations color coded by the43

dominant phase detected.44

On seismometers north and south of Beirut the seismic phases are dominant. These have been observed on the majority of45

the inspected stations. Due to the location of the explosion in the harbour of Beirut, part of the energy has also been released46

directly into the water, which caused the hydroacoustic signal to be the dominant phase on all ocean bottom seismometers47

(stations IM.CY*), located in the eastern Mediterranean Sea south of Cyprus. Moreover, by hydroacoustic-to-seismic coupling48

this signal was also clearly recorded on island stations located near the coast of Cyprus (CQ.MVOU and KO.EREN).49

Figure 1. Data from regional seismic stations. (a) Waveforms of the seismic stations. Colored circles (purple, blue, yellow)
represent theoretical arrivals of phases propagating with seismic (6.0 km/s), hydroacoustic (1.5 km/s) or acoustic (0.3 km/s)
velocities. Observed waveform arrivals of seismic, hydroacoustic or acoustic phases are color coded in the respective colors.
Waveforms are bandpass-filtered in the frequency band 0.5 to 8.0 Hz. (b) Seismic stations with distances of up to 400 km from
the explosion site in Beirut. Station colors represent the type of the dominant observed phase (seismic = purple, hydroacoustic =
blue, acoustic = yellow), see also subfigure (a). (c) Localization procedure for the acoustic phase detected on the eight seismic
stations located on the island of Cyprus (see Met. M.1 for details). Color coded is a residuum, which defines the optimal
localization at its smallest value. The best location is found at 33.863°N, 35.502°E, marked as yellow star close to Beirut.

50

All stations located on Cyprus furthermore detected acoustic signals that have been coupled into the ground by acoustic-to-51

seismic coupling12, as observed also at other large explosions10. Infrasound most efficiently propagates from the source to52

receivers in a stratospheric waveguide13, in which the signal energy is continuously reflected between the surface and the upper53

stratosphere while the damping is low. This waveguide evolves if the along-path wind speed in about 50 km is sufficiently54
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high such that the effective sound speed equals or exceeds the sound speed at the ground; i. e. the effective sound speed55

ratio (veff−ratio) equals or exceeds one. In the summer, the easterly stratospheric winds favor infrasound detections in western56

direction. Using the seismoacoustic phases from seismic stations on Cyprus, we localized the origin of the explosion. The57

yellow star in Fig. 1c marks the best location, which we found at 4.8 km south of the harbour of Beirut. Our localization58

technique confirms the acoustic nature of the signals (apparent velocity of 344 m/s) as well as the source origin (see Met. M.159

for details).60

We invert the observed regional broadband seismic waveforms recorded in distances up to 400 km to characterize the explosion61

in terms of onset time, duration and strength. Also our ability to well locate the explosion is tested here, even though the62

location is known. For representing the explosion we use force couples in form of a moment tensor (Met. M.2). Our estimates63

give an onset time for the explosion of 15:08:18.63 UTC, a duration of 2.9 s and a location at 33.91°N, 35.52°E. The moment64

tensor representation is estimated to relate to a seismic moment magnitude Mw 3.47. We can now relate the seismic moment via65

the shear stress change to the energy of the explosion (Met. M.3.1), which results in a yield estimate of 1.08 kt.66

We apply an additional method to estimate the yield of the explosion from seismic data. This approach relies on the relation67

of teleseismic body wave magnitude mb measurements to the seismic yield of an explosion (Met. M.3.2) and results in an68

estimate of 0.13 to 0.3 kt TNT for the explosion. These values have to be considered a lower bound estimate, as the relations69

are established for well-coupled underground nuclear explosions. For a surface explosion only a small portion of the total70

energy couples into the subsurface14 as seismic energy and is subsequently considered in the mb measurements.71

Infrasonic signatures observed at thousands of kilometers distance72

We analyse data from IMS infrasound arrays in distances up to 10,000 km to identify signatures potentially related to the Beirut73

explosion. We apply the progressive multi-channel correlation (PMCC) method15 (see Met. M.4). Obtained back-azimuth74

information from the different arrays allows localization, and we use peak-to-peak amplitudes as well as dominant periods for75

yield estimation.76
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Figure 2. Infrasound analyses for the three stations I48TN in Tunisia, I26DE in Germany and I17CI in Ivory Coast using the
PMCC method. Top frames show color-coded back-azimuth information of each time-frequency-pixel in a 10° segment
centered around the true direction towards Beirut. Bottom frames show corresponding waveform beams of differential pressure,
bandpass-filtered between 0.5 and 8.0 Hz.

78

The array analysis yields detections associated with the explosion at five IMS infrasound stations (see Tab. A1): I48TN79

(Tunisia), I26DE (Germany), I17CI (Ivory Coast), I42PT (Azores) and I11CV (Cape Verde Islands). We focus on I48TN,80

I26DE and I17CI as these exhibit the highest signal content (see Tab. A1) and thus lower parameter uncertainty. Fig. 2 shows81

their PMCC analyses. A remarkable feature visible in the station recordings is the signal separation into various pressure pulses82
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at I48TN. These pulses are related to the separation of signal energy of one single blast into multiple stratospheric propagation83

paths from the source to the receiver, as was also observed for the Buncefield explosion in 20058.84

Fig. 3 shows the IMS infrasound stations detecting the Beirut explosion as well as the propagation conditions depicted by85

veff−ratio (a) and the localization results (b). The source location (see Met. M.4) that we determine using five IMS stations is 5686

km south (33.4334°N, 35.3067°E) of the actual origin; whereas we improve the localization (33.5067°N, 35.4666°E) to only 4487

km south of the actual origin when we use only the three best detecting stations. Given the large station distances, this result88

proves the capability of the IMS infrasound network for event localization.89

We estimate the explosive yield based on data of the three infrasound arrays I48TN, I26DE and I17CI. We apply the AFTAC and90

LANL relations (see Met. M.4), the latter one using both climatological (HWM14) and numerical weather forecast (ECMWF)91

models. The input parameters and resulting yields are summarized in Tab. A2 with final explosive yield estimates derived by92

averaging over the three stations.93

We find that the AFTAC and LANL (HWM14) relations correspond very well with resulting maximum yields of 1.1 kt TNT.94

Although the AFTAC relation is primarily used for explosive sources at higher altitude like meteors16 and is independent of the95

actual ducting conditions, it is applicable here because we only consider stations within good stratospheric ducting conditions.96

When we account for more precise ECMWF profiles in the LANL relation we estimate a yield of about 0.5 kt TNT. However,97

the empirical LANL relation is based on wind speeds derived from climatologies. Therefore, precise ECMWF profiles seem to98

be less appropriate for estimating yields with the LANL relation and will not be considered any further.99

Figure 3. Localization of the explosion using IMS infrasound data. (a) IMS stations (triangles) and effective sound speed ratio
(veff−ratio) isolines respective to the source location, based on the HWM14 model for 16:00 UTC. The great-circle projections
(black lines) correspond to the ECMWF-corrected PMCC back-azimuths (αcor) of the detecting stations. The stations with the
highest signal content – given in Fig. 2 and used for yield estimation – are highlighted (yellow triangle, thick lines). IMS
stations at which veff−ratio < 0.98 did not detect the explosion due to the prevailing easterly stratospheric winds. (b) Details of
the localization using the grid-search approach (see Met. M.4). The maximum of the normalized probability density function
(PDF) depicts the optimum location of the grid-search approach using the five detecting stations. It results in a deviation of
56 km to the southwest (blue circle) of the actual origin (white circle). Relying on the three best-detecting stations results in a
slightly improved location at 44 km to the south (yellow square) as the back-azimuth uncertainty is smaller.

100

Linking overpressure simulations and InSAR derived damage maps101

The blast of the explosion caused a wide range of damages to buildings. The reflection of radar waves from SAR satellites are102

strongly depending on the ground structure down to a decimeter level, with a sensitivity to less than a centimeter of motion.103

In areas of Beirut, where the outsides of buildings have been significantly damaged, space-borne SAR images that show the104
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backscattered amplitude and phase of radar waves before and after the explosion therefore differ. To quantify this difference105

and thereby the building damage, we use a combined measure of the amplitude and phase similarity in multitemporal SAR106

image pixels, the interferometric coherence, which we relate to relative damage (Fig. 4a, Met. M.5). We then calculate the107

explosive yield necessary to produce such damage. Most damage of an explosion is caused by the produced overpressure.108

The empirical relation "BOOM"17 developed from conventional explosive tests between 0.1 and 1 kt of TNT is used to relate109

the yield of an explosive to its resulting peak overpressure P (in Pa) at any given distance r (in m) for a surface explosion110

(Met. M.6). We assume a relation between peak overpressure and resulting damage18. We set 80 kPa peak overpressure to result111

in 100% damage to all structures. We further assume that due to dampening in urban areas damage scales with distance. We112

use ground-truth available from media reports (Fig. A3 and Tab. A4) to calibrate between the relative damage values from the113

damage pixels and the relative damage from peak overpressure. We evaluate the developed relation at the distances between the114

explosion and mapped damage pixels from InSAR data and solve for the necessary yield in TNT to cause the observed damage.115

The resulting yield estimations are shown in Fig. 4b. Maximum observed damage values are well bound by the damage estimate116

of a yield of 1.1 kt TNT. The best fitting yield is calculated by us to be 0.8 kt TNT (shown as damage circles in Fig. 4a), which117

results in a minimization of differences between inferred damage and predicted damage, especially in the near-field (< 500 m118

distance from the explosion).119

a b

Figure 4. Yield estimation through comparison of inferred and estimated expected damage over distance from the explosion
site. a) Relative damage and expected damage map over an optical satellite image background (Sentinel-2). Shown is the
relative damage pixel map as colored pixels. The damage is measured in percent of pixels that experienced significant loss of
interferometric coherence after the explosion in a windowed damage pixel of 100 m by 100 m size. The transparent overlay
indicates the radii of the expected damage from a yield of 0.8 kt TNT and is colored after the relative damage classes18.
b) Measured damage and expected damage for several evaluated yields over distance from the explosion site. Eq. 3 is evaluated
for yields of 0.1, 0.4, 0.8, 1.1 and 1.4 kt of TNT at the distances of the damage pixels and plotted as lines. Measured damage is
plotted as in a). Numbered vertical lines relate to reported and here damage-classified locations (see Fig. A3) used for
calibration.

120

Discussion121

The Beirut 2020 explosion coupled into ground, water and air and accordingly generated seismic, hydroacoustic and infrasonic122

wave signatures observed and analysed within this study. We inferred the temporal and spatial source characteristics using123

seismic and acoustic methods, resulting in a location accuracy of 44 km using remote IMS infrasound arrays and below 1 km124

when using regional seismic stations. Combining the IMS infrasound detections with near-field observations of acoustic phases125

potentially improves the location accuracy.126

All three independent methods that we apply (seismic moment tensor inversion, acoustic yield relations, satellite radar image127

analysis) consistently estimate the range of the yield to be between 0.8 and 1.1 kt TNT equivalent. Taking into account the fact128

that ammonium nitrate has an explosive efficiency of about 50% of TNT and that most but not all of the energy of the explosion129

was released into the atmosphere in terms of a devastating shock wave, the resulting yield estimates are consistent with the130

announced amount of 2.75 kt of ammonium nitrate being the source of the explosion.131

We developed a novel approach to infer the yield of an explosion from the damage measured as changes in radar satellite remote132

sensing images from before and after the explosion. Most damage to structures due to an explosion is caused by overpressure.133
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Each explosive yield results in a specific overpressure level at given distances. This allows us to estimate the yield of the134

explosion by relating the expected radius and expected damage to the observed damage from radar satellite remote sensing135

images. This approach is operationally feasible because of the unique Sentinel-1 mission characteristics. They include the136

long-term mission design, a continuous acquisition plan of the Earth´s surface with high frequency and a free, full and open137

data policy.138

Considering the design goal of the IMS infrasound network, we were able to reliably identify, locate and characterize an139

atmospheric (surface) explosion with a yield around 1 kt TNT with three or more stations. Nevertheless, improvements of the140

location accuracy and an independent mean to confirm the origin and yield of an explosion can be provided by considering141

freely available seismometer and spaceborne remote sensing data as national technical means to the monitoring and verification142

capabilities of the CTBT.143
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Methods144

M.1 Seismoacoustic localization procedure for stations located in Cyprus145

We performed a grid-search to localize the origin of the acoustic signals detected on the seismometers in Cyprus. Fig. 1c shows146

the result for distances ranging from 0 to 400 km and back-azimuths ranging from 0° to 360°with distance and back-azimuth147

spacings of 2 km and 1°, respectively, with respect to the center location of the seismometers. For each location, we performed148

a linear regression analysis in order to find the apparent velocity fitting the observed seismoacoustic arrivals best. The logarithm149

of the residuum of the least-squares solution is color coded in Fig. 1c. The lowest residuum is found at (33.863°N, 35.502°E),150

which is located 4.8 km south of the harbour of Beirut, marked as yellow star. In order to define the arrival times, the151

z-components of each station were selected in a time window of ±400 s with respect to an expected arrival time, assuming a152

celerity of 0.3 km/s. Waveforms were bandpass-filtered between 0.5 Hz and 4 Hz and normalized to their maximum amplitudes.153

In order to get rid of waveform variations due to different atmospheric paths we used smoothed envelopes of the traces and154

defined the maximum of the smoothed envelopes as arrival time. Smoothing was done by a zero-phase Butterworth lowpass155

filter with a corner period of 10 s. Fig. A1 shows the original seismic traces (gray), the smoothed envelopes and the resulting156

straight line (red dashed line), which fits best the arrival times at the location with the minimum residuum. The vertical offsets157

of the traces are proportional to the distance of the respective stations from the best location. Note that the resulting velocities158

are not absolute velocities (celerities) but an average trace velocity across the array. Thus the resulting velocity cannot be used159

to infer the origin time. However, by assuming an average celerity of 0.3 km/s, the origin time can be inferred from the best160

location as 15:08:13.4 UTC ± 6 s, which is in agreement with the ground truth time of 15:08:18 UTC.161

Figure A1. Seismoacoustic localization procedure for seismic stations located in Cyprus. The figure shows continuous
waveforms (grey) and their smoothed envelopes (black) in the selected time window. The maxima of the latter were used to
define the arrival times (marked as green lines). During grid-search, for each location the least-squares solution is derived, that
best fits a straight line through the arrival times. Here, the case of the lowest residuum is shown, which is achieved for an
apparent velocity v = 0.344 km/s at the location (33.863°N, 35.502°E) (see yellow star in Fig. 1c).

162
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M.2 Explosion source inversion163

We carry out an inversion of regional broadband seismic waveforms up to 400 km distance to infer source parameters. We164

assume an isotropic explosion source with the source parameters location (lat, lon), time, duration, depth and magnitude. We fix165

the depth at the surface. We allow the location to vary around 1 km from the known location of the blast. We use the "Grond"166

optimization algorithm19. Synthetic waveforms are calculated using a 20 Hz Green’s function store using the QSEIS code by167

Wang (1999)20 and based on a composite 1-D velocity model21, 22. We downsample the waveform records to 20 Hz and filter168

with a Butterworth bandpass of fourth order between 1.2 Hz and 3 Hz. We compare synthetics and data in a tapered window169

between 0.5 s before and after the theoretical P-wave onset for the closest station and between 0.5 s before and 2.5 s for all170

other stations. To compensate for unmodeled 3-D path effects we allow at each station an individual shift of the trace of up to171

1 s to maximize fit. We assign the closest station manually double the weight in comparison to other stations. We make the172

results available online as a report under https://www.seismologie.bgr.de/sdac/erdbeben/big_quakes/173

beirut_report/index.html#/. We find the best fitting source parameters to be a magnitude of 3.47 (seismic moment174

of 1.8× 1014 N m) with a source duration of 2.9 s and an onset time of source time to be 15:08:18.63 UTC and the origin175

location to be 33.9050°N and 35.5185°E.176

M.3 Yield estimation from seismic data177

Two methods are applied to estimate the yield of the explosion using seismic data.
(1) The first method to estimate the yield of the explosion relies on the relation of seismic moment and strain energy drop via
the shear stress change ∆σ and shear modulus µ23:

E =
∆σ

2µ
M0 (1)

Evaluating Eq. 2 for a yield of 1.1 kt TNT very close to the source (0.01 m distance) leads to roughly 108 Pa stress change.178

Assuming the seismic moment M0 of 1.8×1014 Nm determined in Section M.2 and the 2×109 Pa shear modulus based on the179

used velocity model results in a yield estimate of 1.08 kt TNT. This approach implicitly assumes the yield for estimating the180

shear stress change from Eq. 2. This nevertheless validates the consistency between Eq. 2 and the determined seismic moment.181

We note that the empirical relations and assumptions of Eq. 2 are probably invalid very close to the source and that the choice182

of the distance evaluated strongly impacts the resulting yield estimate. Relations between energy and seismic moment are not183

straightforward and the assumption is taken that the shear stress change can be estimated at first order from the pressure change,184

which neglects other energy conversion contributions during an explosion.185

(2) The second method of yield estimation applied here relies on the relation of seismic body wave magnitude (mb) mea-186

surements to the yield of an explosion. This relation is commonly and widely used in the field of nuclear underground test187

monitoring, but might also be used to provide a lower bound of an explosive source on the surface. The relation between mb188

and yield depends on multiple factors, such as the geological setting at the source site, the efficiency of wave propagation from189

source to receiver, the depth of the explosion, as well as the coupling of the source to the underground. Due to these factors190

it is not possible to state one single relation, but rather empirical relations developed for different areas are required. These191

empirical formulas are of the type mb = A+B log(Y ), where Y is the seismic yield of the explosion in kt TNT equivalent and A192

and B are constants depending on the aforementioned factors. These empirical equations have been used in different regions for193

calibration, for example at the Nevada test site24 (Y = 3.92+0.81log(Y )), in Kazakhstan25 (Y = 4.45+0.75log(Y )) or in Nova194

Zemlya26 (4.25+0.75log(Y )). As these relations only hold true for well coupled underground explosions, seismic coupling195

factors for above ground explosions given by Bornmann et al. (2009)14 have to be taken into account. The International Data196

Center (IDC) of the CTBT organization states a body wave magnitude (mb) of 3.2 for the Beirut explosion in its Reviewed197

Event Bulletin. This value for mb can be related to seismic yield in kt TNT equivalent of the explosion. According to Brax et198

al. (2016)27 the geological unit at the explosion site is comprised out of dolomite rocks and the region can be classified as199

International Building Code (IBC) class C (very dense soil and soft rock). Under these geological assumptions we use mb yield200

relations for wet hard rock24 and for dry unconsolidated rock7 to estimate a range of explosive yield of the explosions. These201

relations result in a yield estimate of 0.13 to 0.34 kt TNT equivalent for the explosion. For surface explosions only a small202

portion of the total released energy couples into the subsurface as seismic energy. According to Bornmann et al. (2009)14
203

seismic coupling factors for a surface explosion can be as low as 0.1% and therefore our yield assessment based on mb relations204

has to be considered as a lower bound estimate.205

206
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M.4 Infrasound array analysis, location and yield estimation207

IMS infrasound array data within this study are analysed using the progressive multi-channel correlation (PMCC) method15
208

available from the DTK-GPMCC application in the National Data Center (NDC)-in-a-Box package. The main objective of209

the NDC-in-a-Box project and the interactive array processing tool DTK-GPMCC is to offer the capability of processing and210

analysing IMS waveform data to all NDCs of CTBT member states. PMCC is applied to the raw differential pressure recordings211

at each of the IMS infrasound arrays’ microbarometers to derive advanced data parameters like back-azimuth, apparent velocity212

and frequency content of coherent signals associated with different events. Back-azimuth reflects the horizontal direction of213

signal origin, while apparent velocity indicates the arrival inclination, where higher values correspond to propagation from214

higher-altitude ducts. Signals are identified as pixel information in distinct time steps and frequency bands, and they are215

clustered to signal families related to the same event. The third-octave band configuration with an inverse frequency-distributed216

window length is implemented28.217

For quantifying the explosive yield using PMCC data, two different acoustic methods are established: The AFTAC relation (Air218

Force Technical Application Center)16 solely depends on the dominant signal period at maximum amplitude. The LANL relation219

(Los Alamos National Laboratory)29 depends on source-to-receiver distances and wind-corrected amplitude measurements,220

thus also incorporating climatological or real-time stratospheric wind profiles.221

The source localization using the IMS infrasound network is based on a grid-search algorithm8, 30. It relies on both the222

detected back-azimuths and the arrival times at the stations. The grid covers the map shown in Fig. 3 with a resolution of 0.1°.223

The detected back-azimuths are corrected by the atmospheric propagation conditions using the method applied by Pilger et224

al. (2018)31, which also provides a celerity estimate. For each grid point, the residuals of the corrected back-azimuths are225

computed and linearly weighted (the weight is one if the residual is zero, and zero if the residual is larger than the back-azimuth226

tolerance of 1° (for three stations) or 5° (for five stations). Also, the differential travel times of all two-station combinations are227

computed for each grid point and linearly weighted (the time tolerance is 90 s). The sum of the weighted functions results in228

a two-dimensional probabilistic density function (PDF), the maximum of which is the optimum location of the grid-search229

algorithm.230

Atmospheric profiles are assembled from high-resolution analysis fields (up to around 75 km) provided by the European Centre231

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and the Horizontal Wind Model as of 2014 (HWM14)32.232

The PMCC method was applied to all IMS stations within 10,000 km distance. Signal parameters from five IMS infrasound233

arrays that could be associated to the Beirut explosion are provided in Tab. A1. Visualisation of the PMCC results for the three234

stations I48TN, I26DE and I17CI are provided in Fig. 2. Follow-up analyses of source localization and yield estimation using235

these PMCC results are provided in Fig. 3 and Tab. A2.

Table A1. Parameters of the Beirut explosion signatures as derived from PMCC analysis of different IMS arrays.

parameter I48TN I26DE I17CI I42PT I11CV
distance [km] 2455 2454 5130 5431 6240
back-azimuth [°] 88.4 126.3 47.2 77.9 60.7
apparent speed [m/s] 357 350 341 341 355
mean frequency [Hz] 2.57 0.71 0.37 0.66 0.84
number of pixels [#] 7544 2840 944 62 58
signal start [UTC] 17:06:17 17:11:19 19:44:06 20:20:42 20:44:56
signal end [UTC] 17:27:34 17:28:46 19:57:35 20:24:02 20:56:17

Table A2. Parameters and results for infrasound-based yield estimation using different IMS arrays and methods

parameter I48TN I26DE I17CI resulting yield average
dominant period at maximum amplitude [s] 4.6 4.6 5.4

maximum peak-to-peak amplitude [Pa] 0.48 0.12 0.13
stratospheric wind (HWM14) [m/s] 26.8 19.7 8.0
stratospheric wind (ECMWF) [m/s] 48.6 24.6 18.4
yield for AFTAC method [kt TNT] 0.86 0.86 1.47 1.06

yield for LANL (+HWM14) method [kt TNT] 0.91 0.22 2.02 1.05
yield for LANL (+ECMWF) method [kt TNT] 0.25 0.17 1.10 0.51

236

M.5 InSAR damage maps237

Two ascending and two descending track’s of Sentinel-1 interferometric wide swath data pairs are used for the coherence238

change detection (CCD). For each track the acquisitions take place at different times and the radar waves also have different239

incident angles. Therefore, they sense the damage on the ground independently and from different observation geometries. Each240
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Table A3. Details of the Sentinel-1 data used in the study. Data are acquired in interferometric wide swath mode by Terrain
Observation with Progressive Scans (TOPS) in vertical/vertical (VV) polarization. The single look complex SAR images were
downloaded from the Copernicus Open Access Hub.

pre-explosion co-explosion
heading rel. orbit primary secondary primary secondary

ascending 87 29.07.2020 23.07.2020 04.08.2020 29.07.2020
ascending 14 30.07.2020 24.07.2020 05.08.2020 30.07.2020

descending 94 30.07.2020 24.07.2020 05.08.2020 30.07.2020
descending 21 31.07.2020 25.07.2020 06.08.2020 31.07.2020

track’s dataset consists of two acquisitions from before the explosion (pre-explosion) and a pair of acquisitions from before and241

after the explosion (co-explosion; see Tab. A3). The enhanced spectral diversity algorithm33 is used to precisely coregister242

the Sentinel-1 acquisition pairs on a burst level. Subsequently, the coherence is estimated for each acquisition pair using a 5243

by 5 pixel window and an adaptive filter34. The coherence is a correlation coefficient of the complex SAR signal and ranges244

between 0 and 1. The results are geocoded and consist of eight coherence maps from four different acquisition geometries (two245

ascending and two descending). For each track we perform a CCD independently by subtracting the co-explosion coherence246

from the pre-explosion coherence (Fig. A2). The coherence loss of a single pixel is caused by e. g. damaged buildings or247

additive noise caused by a bias of the coherence estimator. By assuming that a coherence loss of ≥0.2 indicates damage,248

we create a binary representation of the coherence loss in form of damage and no-damage pixels. In order to increase the249

accuracy of the damage estimation, the four independent CCD maps are combined. If damage is indicated in at least one CCD250

map (CCD≥0.2), we assign damage also in the combined binary damage image. How strongly an area is damaged is finally251

evaluated based on the percentage of damage pixels in a 10 by 10 pixel window (roughly 100 by 100 m), which forms the252

damage map (Fig. 4a).253

a

c d

b

coherence change

0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure A2. Sentinel-1 coherence change detection results for relative orbit 87 (a), 14 (b), 95 (c) and 21 (d).
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254

M.6 Yield estimation from InSAR damage maps255

We link the InSAR observation to the yield via peak overpressure calculations, which give an expected level of damage for a
certain yield at a given distance. We use the empirical relation "BOOM"17 for conventional explosive tests between 0.1 and 1 kt
of TNT that relates the yield of an explosive to its resulting peak overpressure P (in Pa) at any given distance r (in m) for a
surface explosion:

P =
3.45978×106 ·w0.444 ·A0.556

r1.333 (2)

A is the atmospheric pressure (1006 hPa, ECMWF data between 12 and 18 UTC) and w is the yield of the explosion in kt TNT
equivalent.
We assume a relationship between damage and peak overpressure18 and we set 80 kPa peak overpressure to result in 100%
damage to all structures. Due to dampening of the shock wave in urban areas from structures we expect that damage scales with
distance. Ground-truth (Fig. A3a and Tab. A4) is used to calibrate between the relative damage values from the damage pixels
and the expected damage from peak overpressure:

D = P ·3.7e−3 · r. (3)

The above equation is evaluated at the distances between the explosion and mapped damage pixels from InSAR data and solved256

for the necessary yield in TNT to cause the observed damage.257

Table A4. Ground-truth used for calibration of the relation between relative damage inferred from InSAR data and damage
caused by peak overpressure. See map of locations in Fig. A3. For each location the distance is given relative to explosion
location and damage levels are estimated from available media coverage and reports. The related peak overpressure is derived
based on the reported damage after [18, table B-2].

number locality distance est. damage est. overpressure (kPA)
1 Sursock Palace 0.9 km partial demolition - partial collapse roof 7-15
2 Saint George hospital 1 km minor damage, partial demolition 8-15
3 Seaside Arena 1.1 km serious structural damage, collapse 18-40
4 Saint George church 1.4 km minor damage 7-15
5 Forum de Beyrout 1.5 km metal buckled 7–15
6 Hotel Cavalier 3 km minor damage, buckling 3–7

258

259

260
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Figure A3. Coherence loss map. Shown is the coherence difference from all combined InSAR scenes. The color indicates the
coherence difference, describing the coherence loss between scenes before and after the explosion. Coherence differences <0.3
are masked. Arrows point at notable locations and sites used as ground-truth (Tab. A3) as reference for calibration of Eq. 3.
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Figure A4. Yield estimation through comparison of measured and estimated expected damage over distance up to 3500 m
from the explosion site. The damage is measured in percent of pixels that experienced significant coherence loss after the
explosion in a windowed damage pixel of 100 m by 100 m size (Fig. A3) and plotted from light (less damage) to hot colors
(more damage). Eq. 3 is evaluated for yields of 0.1, 0.4, 0.8, 1.1 and 1.4 kt of TNT at the distances of the damage pixels and
plotted as lines. Numbered black bar plots indicate ground-truth based damage estimations used for calibration from numbered
locations in Fig. A3. A yield of 1.1 kt TNT bounds most maximal damage observed and the near-field damage is best explained
by a yield of 0.8 kt TNT.
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